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MH17 properly investigated?

In this article the contents of four leaked MH17 Joint Investigation Team documents

are analysed by me on behalf of Bonanza Media:

DOC 1. Is a ‘Record Of Interview’ (ROI) between an of�cer of the Australian Federal

Police and journalist Billy Six.

DOC 2. As part of ‘OPERATION AVENELLA’ imagery specialist Shaun Ellis and

geospatial specialist Tim Johns from Australia examined four images.

DOC 3. WITNESS TESTIMONY is a Record Of Interview with a witness refuting the

claim Ukrainian Air Force did not �y.

DOC 4. LETTER about BUK Positions from the Dutch Military Information and

Investigation Service legal affairs department addressed to the public prosecutor at

the National Prosecutor’s Of�ce on Counter Terrorism.

BILLY SIX

DOC 1.

MAX FROM THE WHARF

https://maxfromthewharf.com/
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One of the unpublished documents is a ‘Record Of Interview’ (ROI) between an of�cer

of the Australian Federal Police and journalist Billy Six. The latter con�rmed to me he

was interviewed a day before the Dutch Safety Board held a press conference on 13

October 2015. This information matches with the transcript mentioning 12 October

2015 as the date of the ROI, a strong indication that the batch of JIT documents leaked

to us is authentic.

The full 15 page record can be read here (PDF link).

The words “Not to be shared with Ukraine” might come as a surprise for some, but

exactly the same precondition I made before agreeing to be interviewed by Dutch

of�cers of the MH17 Joint Investigation Team myself. The of�cers assured me Ukraine

will have no access to my data.

DOC 2. OPERATION AVENELLA

https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1GGGE___NL638PH678&tbs=cdr:1,cd_min:10/13/2015,cd_max:10/14/2015&sxsrf=ACYBGNSOFzWzTsj4iXRFOQer6Jr-lOLCsg:1576901874495&ei=8pz9Xff3HdiE4-EP4emB8A8&q=mh17+dutch+safety+board+&oq=mh17+dutch+safety+board+&gs_l=psy-ab.3..35i39j0i19j0i22i30i19l3j0i22i10i30i19j0i22i30i19l4.21787.21787..22693...0.0..0.154.429.0j3......0....1..gws-wiz.uXzvn1ZPaFU&ved=0ahUKEwj3uMyg8cXmAhVYwjgGHeF0AP4Q4dUDCAs&uact=5
https://maxfromthewharf.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/ROI-BILLY-SIX.pdf
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Between 22 April 2015 and 2 July 2015 “in the matter of AFP Case Reference No.

5667342 (Operation AVENELLA)” took place. Imagery specialist Shaun Ellis and

geospatial specialist Tim Johns from Australia examined four images related to this

operation.

Metadata and assessments mentioned in their report.

Quote:

“NOTE: Metadata contains General: Image, Video and Audio information. Metadata

should only be used as a guide as data �elds can be altered manually. The following
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extraction has been selected for this report:

File Name: Donetsk01.jpg

File type: JPEG �le

File size: 470 kb

Dimensions: 1380 x 945

Date created: 24/07/2014, 1:41:30PM

Modi�ed: 24/07/2014, 7:42:38PM

File Name: Donetsk02.jpg

File type: JPEG �le

File size: 303 kb

Dimensions: 940 x 626

Date created: 30/06/2015, 10:53:51PM

Modi�ed: 19/08/2014, 10:41:42PM

File Name: Snizhne01.jpg

File type: JPEG �le

File size: 157 kb

Dimensions: 800 x 1423

Date created: 30/06/2015, 10:54:09PM

Modi�ed: 20/08/2014, 12:09:08PM

File Name: Torez.jpg

File type: JPEG �le

File size: 130 kb

Dimensions: 1024 x 768

Date created: 30/06/2015, 10:54:09PM

Modi�ed: 18/07/2014, 5:52:04PM

The extracted metadata from these four �les appears to have been  manipulated. For

example, the date modi�ed is prior to the date the �le was created. Various reasons

could explain why this is so, none can be proved without additional information. The

image dimensions vary suggesting that the images have been cropped. The image �les

are small also suggesting the �les have been resaved to be smaller and are not primary

images that were taken.”

End quote.

Let’s split up this information in smaller bits and have a closer look.
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Files Donetsk02.jpg, Snizhne01.jpg and Torez.jpg have been created 30 June 2015.

That is two days before the end of Operation AVENELLA. Writers of the report surely

would have mentioned if the images were created later than they conducted their

analysis. Therefore it is fair to assume the image �les were analyzed by them after 30

June 2015.

Thus two questions come to mind:

Why nearly a year passed before the Australian police obtained and analyzed these

images?

Why would the Australian police waste precious time and resources analyzing four non

primary images?

The ‘Donetsk01.jpg’ was published by the French magazine Paris Match in small format

on 23 July 2014, eight days after the tragedy. The Donetsk02.jpg’ was also published by

Paris Match on 25 July 2014.

That these are non primary images is very obvious since the Paris Match logo was

inserted into the originals and had then to be resaved.

More important, Paris Match star reporter Alfred de Montesquiou claimed the �rst

published image was taken in Snizhne he later had to correct to Donetsk, about 70

kilometers to the west. Then the story changed again and it was explained that not a

Paris Match journalist but a freelancer had taken the images, which later again was

changed into the story that a hired driver of the French journalists crew had taken a

video and went back to the hotel in Donetsk to show it to the French who initially did

not pay much attention to it.

Who is this driver?

Why Paris Match only published two images but not the video?

And, why were the Australians analyzing non primary images/screenshots and not the

‘originals’ from Paris Match even a year after the tragedy?

https://www.parismatch.com/Actu/International/Exclusif-Ukraine-Notre-enquete-sur-les-lieux-du-crash-comment-le-MH17-a-ete-abattu-576889
https://www.parismatch.com/Actu/International/EXCLU-MATCH-Un-camion-vole-pour-transporter-le-systeme-lance-missiles-577289
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The Snizhne01.jpg image analyzed by the AFP team has dimensions 800 x 1423.

Visually identical image (with dimensions 337 x 600 pixels) was posted on Twitter on

17 July 2014 by an anonymous account named GirkinGirkin. Aspect ratios of 800 x

1423 and 337 x 600 are the same.

Note. The process of downsizing photos reduces the pixel count used by objects in the

photo. Together with artifcial noise, this process can be used to conceal some of the

object’s details. Most importantly, if something was added to the photo with Photoshop

and had �aws visible to the naked eye, resizing it to a smaller size may either hide the

�aws or make them less obvious.

https://twitter.com/GirkinGirkin/status/489884062577094656
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In the documentary “MH17 – Call for Justice” a witness testi�es and explains why

image Torez.jpg could not have been taken on 17 July 2014.

Same questions as for Snizhne01.jpg:

Where is the original image, when was it taken, who took it?

and

Why is the date modi�ed prior to the date the �le was created?

For more detailed information about issues with these four images I refer to

examinations of evidence from social media by Sergey Mastepanov published June

2015 and October 2015.

DOC 3. WITNESS TESTIMONY (refuting the claim Ukrainian Air Force did not �y)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wkDWwYk4-Ho&feature=youtu.be&t=1305%20
https://maxfromthewharf.com/mh17-examination-of-evidence-from-social-media/
https://maxfromthewharf.com/paris-no-match/
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Record Of Interview Nr 26DLPRPrimo4905 was conducted by a Dutch police of�cer

on 28 July 2015. Interviewee is a male witness from Ukraine. Prior to the interview the

witness has sent an email on 2 April 2015 with following content:

“Good day. I want to tell you something about that happened in the town of Torez last

summer. It was 17 July around 17:00hrs (I cannot exactly recall) local time. At that point

in time I was beside my house in the village of Krupskoje (This village comes under the

town of Torez). There was military activity at the time, aircraft were circling overhead all

day (�ghter jets of the Ukrainian BBC (remark translator: airforce).

Before that Boeing fell down, I heard a very loud bang over my head. I saw that the sky

was overcast. Between the clouds I saw something falling down. I focussed on this

object and when the airplane was no longer in the clouds I saw it was an airliner coming

down. A couple of minutes before the fall, I saw a �ghter jet in the sky, which circled

over the town. No missiles were �red from the surface, in the town.

This photograph that served as evidence of the missile is erroneous, since the
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photograph showed different weather conditions. Because at that time the sky was

rather heavily overcast. The position of the sun in that photograph is unlike the sun you

see at 17:00hrs. In the evening. I can clarify this / tell you in a simpler way, at that

moment no sun could be seen because of the clouds. In the photograph you can see

my village, in the centre, store nr. 95 and the MTC tower (remark translator: MTC =

telephone antenna of company from Moscow).

*privacy sensitive information deleted by me*

That photo was taken from the location of a lot of farms. After this Boeing went down, I

went with my father to the crash site by car. When we arrived, everything was

cordonned off and we were not allowed to go further. In the ploughed �eld next to the

road I saw 2 naked dead bodies. I cannot tell anything else about this.”

Comment: The reporting of�cer contacted the witness by telephone in presence of a

Russian interpreter on 28 July 2015. The witness speaks Russian only and an

interpreter translates everything the witness and the criminal of�cer say.

C = criminal investigator

W = witness

I = interpreter

[…]

C :How many airplanes did he see?

I :How many aircraft were in the air at that moment?

W :Two airplanes were audible, not the big one, the Boeing, but fighter jets were audible since

these were constantly flying overhead, the noise had already become familiar.

I :Two fighter jets, that is what I could clearly hear, so not the sound of the Boeing. Why?

Because where we live the fighter jets were in the sky on a daily basis, so then you immediately

recognize them as fighter jets.

C :And this sound was not different from the fighter jets?

I :Did the sound resemble the sound of fighter jets or didn’t it?

W :The exact sound of fighter jets and it was not on its own, there were two of them.

I :It was the sound of fighter jets.
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W :One of them [interpreter: fighter jets]

I :Hold on, please, the sound of fighter jets. There were two fighter jets in the sky

I :What else? Please continue what you stated.

W :The sound of fighter jets flying overhead, and after that…at some point they were, I was

outside at that point, there was a bang overhead, a very loud bang. And after that I deliberately

started gazing at the sky, at what [had] exploded over my head and I saw a vapor trail in the sky.

Whether the smoke came from the airplane or from a missile, or was from a missile.. [interpreter

inaudible] but in between the clouds..was just a trail.

I :I have not been able to understand this. You said: “was the smoke..the trail came from the

airplane or from a missile, you were unable to tell”?

W :Yes, it was a trail, I saw it between the clouds, there were heavy clouds.

I :One moment you saw a trail in the clouds. One moment.

I :So, fighter jets in the sky, I could clearly hear that. At some point there was a bang. I was

outside at that moment and was obviously curious to know where that sound came from. I looked

up to the sky, it was very cloudy that day, and I saw a clear trail, but I do not know if it was the

trail of an airline or a missile, I do not know this. But I could clearly see a trail.

C :What exactly does he mean when he says a trail? Can he describe the sound of the explosion?

I :You were telling about a trail. What kind of trail was that? Could you describe it? And the sound

of the explosion, can you describe that as well? So in short: the sound and the trail.

W :It was a loud bang, a heavy bang, because..how can I describe that more clearly…this here in

the chest was thumping, a very loud bang, not clear but rather muffled [interpreter: subdued??],

a muffled loud bang.

I :One moment, a loud bang, but it was somewhat muffled, as if it was a thump, not like…clear,

but really a muffled bang. And what about the trail?

W :The trail was, if you…I saw this from the ground, which was roughly about 200 meters. If

you…look at the trail from the ground. And it was white.

I :What colour?
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W :It was white.

I :Clear in white.

W :Not dark or turbid…not grey but in white.

I :So you were looking up and you saw a white-coloured trail, about 200 meters in length. Did I

understand that correctly?

W :Yes.

I :I looked up in the sky and saw a white-coloured trail of about 200 meters in length, so it was

not gray or what have you, it was white.

W :White. Was it horizontal or vertical trail?

I :This trail. What was the line of the trail in the sky, was it horizontal or vertical?

W :The trail was horizontal, but not in a line, it was already blurred, maybe because I saw it too

late. The trail of..a bit already..it was no longer straight line.

I :That was not a line, it was already a bit blurred, as if all of it had dispresed a bit, may be I saw

the trail late, I don’t know, but I did not see one straight line, but [it was] rather a bit blurry.

W :Matches the photograph this gentleman forwarded, of which he said that photograph cannot

be fully correct as there where heavier clouds [remark translator Dutch-English: this is probably

the criminal investigator speaking, not the witness]

I :You sent us a photograph, correct?

W :Yes, I sent that photograph to refute the allegation that it could have been launched from my

village. From a Buk or something like that.

*privacy sensitive information deleted by me*

I :That is my village.

*privacy sensitive information deleted by me*

And I sent that photograph especially to refute the allegations that the missiles was supposedly

launched from my village.

[…]
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W :The trail I have told you about, wether that was the trail of a missile or of an airplane was not

clear to me. With my eyes I searched for the cause. I looked at the sky and saw this plane

coming down.

I :Do you refer to the Boeing?

W :Yes, I saw the Boeing and how it was falling down from the sky. I saw it crashing down, the

smoke coming from the airplane went up.. black smoke. I saw something after it [interpreter:

airplane] had come down, it looked like strips of ribbons, they came down.

I :Ribbons?

W :Ribbons, long white ribbons.

I :one moment. So, a loud bang, I looked up and saw [interpreter: inaudible] some kind of trail

from a missile or an aircraft, I cannot define it. I saw the Boeing falling down, so basically from

the sky it came down and I saw black smoke and after the aircraft had crashed, I saw white

ribbons in the sky, they were also falling down.

[…]

Connection was cut due to technical problems.

End of transcription.
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This is the image the witness sent by email to the Investigation team. He mistakenly

thinks on internet is claimed a missile was �red from his village (visible in the image)

while the appointed launch location is about nine kilometers away near the village of

Pervomaiskyi.

Map: left bottom crash site Grabovo, white line is line of sight from where image was

taken to the alleged launch �eld. Witness lives in village Krupskoie, which lies exactly

on the line of sight and right behind the village is the highest point which blocks the

view of what’s behind it.
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Important is what the witness saw and heard himself, he:

reports 2 �ghter jets in the sky, which circled over the town a few minutes before the

Boeing went down.

heard a loud bang over his head, looked at the sky and saw a HORIZONTAL white trail.

(unclear remains in what direction he looked when he saw the trail)

watched the Boeing coming down

describes long white ribbons coming down after the crash. This matches with what has

been reported by the Dutch Safety Board (appendix K page 73) and identi�ed as textile

rolls.

DOC 4. LETTER about BUK Positions (Russian and Ukranian)

Letter from the Dutch Military Information and Investigation Service legal affairs

department addressed to the public prosecutor at the National Prosecutor’s Of�ce on

Counter Terrorism.

Date 21 September 2016

Re Of�cial Notice

Herewith I am informing, pursuant to Section 38 of the Intelligence and Securty

Services Act 2002, of data that is possibly of importance for the criminal investigation

into the crashing of �ight MH17.

In addition to my of�cial notice of 24 June 2015 MIVD has, on the basis of reliable

sources and analyses of locations relating to the 9K37M1 Buk-M1 (SA-11A GADFLY)

that were listed in the of�cial notice of 24 June 2015, examined whether 9A310M1

https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=ACYBGNTMqoXr7OCvDWqZi5LoUyecFsUxYQ:1576986251743&ei=i-b-XeunIPLYz7sPqvWtuA0&q=appendix+K+dutch+safety+board+MH17&oq=appendix+K+dutch+safety+board+MH17&gs_l=psy-ab.3...11528.12654..13182...0.0..0.233.1388.0j4j3......0....1..gws-wiz.......35i39j35i302i39j33i160j33i21.9sHgjIg3cls&ved=0ahUKEwirmdrKq8jmAhVy7HMBHap6C9cQ4dUDCAs&uact=5
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radar and launch vehicles on these locations could have been involved in the downing

of MH17.

In addition, MIVD looked into the other ground based air defence systems present in

the region in July 2014 and that were, as far as operational deployability, speci�cations,

performance and location goes, capable of hitting �ight MH17.

In July 2014 the Ukrainian armed forces had operational S-300PS Volkhov-M6

systems (referred to as SA-10B GRUMBLE by NATO) at their disposal.

In July 2014 operational S-300 PM2 Favorit [systems] (referred to as SA-20B GARGOY

by NATO) of the Russian armed forces were present the border region with Ukraine.

The table below lists the 9K37M1 Buk-M1 systems (referred to as SA-11A GADFLY by

Nato) mentioned in my of�cial notice of 24 June 2015, including their operational

status, deployability and distance to the point of impact with �ight MH17

9K37M1 Buk-M1 Air Defence Systems present in the region (range 42km).

COUNTRY                  LOCATION                          DATE 2014         DISTANCE

1  Ukraine   48°36’38.00″N 39°14’00.00″E        No                 67 km

2 Ukraine   48°5’58.00″N 37°45’13.00″E            No                  66 km

3 Ukraine  47° 6’25.00″N 37°28’28.00″E            No                  135 km

4 Ukraine   45°13’11.00″N 33°22’42.00″E        June + July     515 km

5 Ukraine   49° 0’34.00″N 37°18’42.00″E        June + July     137 km

6 Ukraine   48°42’23.00″N 37°38’1.00″E          June + July     98 km

7 Ukraine   48°13’14.00″N 36° 1’20.00″E           June + July     191 km

8 Ukraine   47°58’12.00″N 36°34’26.00″E        June + July     154 km

9 Russia     48°44’14.00″N 40° 1’36.00″E           11 – 19 July      122 km

10 Russia   48°38’54.00″N 39°50’18.00″E      From 18 July    106 km

11 Russia    48°17’51.00″N 40° 4’42.00″E          From 20 July   108 km

https://www.google.com/maps/place/48%C2%B036'38.0%22N+39%C2%B014'00.0%22E/@48.6105556,39.2319098,366m/data=!3m2!1e3!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x0!8m2!3d48.6105556!4d39.2333333
https://www.google.com/maps/place/48%C2%B005'58.0%22N+37%C2%B045'13.0%22E/@48.0994444,37.7521875,370m/data=!3m2!1e3!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x0!8m2!3d48.0994444!4d37.7536111
https://www.google.com/maps/place/47%C2%B006'25.0%22N+37%C2%B028'28.0%22E/@47.1069444,37.4722504,406m/data=!3m2!1e3!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x0!8m2!3d47.1069444!4d37.4744444
https://www.google.com/maps/place/45%C2%B013'11.0%22N+33%C2%B022'42.0%22E/@45.2197222,33.3761393,420m/data=!3m2!1e3!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x0!8m2!3d45.2197222!4d33.3783333
https://www.google.com/maps/place/49%C2%B000'34.0%22N+37%C2%B018'42.0%22E/@49.0094444,37.3102427,363m/data=!3m2!1e3!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x0!8m2!3d49.0094444!4d37.3116667
https://www.google.com/maps/place/48%C2%B042'23.0%22N+37%C2%B038'01.0%22E/@48.7063889,37.6321849,365m/data=!3m2!1e3!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x0!8m2!3d48.7063889!4d37.6336111
https://www.google.com/maps/place/48%C2%B013'14.0%22N+36%C2%B001'20.0%22E/@48.2205556,36.0200282,397m/data=!3m2!1e3!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x0!8m2!3d48.2205556!4d36.0222222
https://www.google.com/maps/place/47%C2%B058'12.0%22N+36%C2%B034'26.0%22E/@47.97,36.5716949,399m/data=!3m2!1e3!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x0!8m2!3d47.97!4d36.5738889
https://www.google.com/maps/place/48%C2%B044'14.0%22N+40%C2%B001'36.0%22E/@48.7372222,40.0244727,393m/data=!3m2!1e3!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x0!8m2!3d48.7372222!4d40.0266667
https://www.google.com/maps/place/48%C2%B038'54.0%22N+39%C2%B050'18.0%22E/@48.6483333,39.8361393,394m/data=!3m2!1e3!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x0!8m2!3d48.6483333!4d39.8383333
https://www.google.com/maps/place/48%C2%B017'51.0%22N+40%C2%B004'42.0%22E/@48.2975,40.0761393,397m/data=!3m2!1e3!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x0!8m2!3d48.2975!4d40.0783333
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From the table it becomes apparent that �ight MH17 was �ying beyond the range of all

identi�ed and operational Ukrainian and Russian locations where 9K37M1 Buk M1

systems were deployed.

In view of the locations of the systems identi�ed and the speed with which these can

be moved, as well as the nature, development and con�ict and border zone of the �ght

against the separatists on July 2014 it is unlikely that a 9A310M1 launch vehicle

originating from the Ukrainian armed forces could have been moved in time for �ight

MH17 to come within its range and be hit.

All operational Ukrainian S-300PS Volkov-M6 identi�ed were at least 250 kms away

from the point were MH17 was hit. The S-300PS Volkov-M6 system has a maximum

range of 75kms. On this basis MIVD draws the conclusion that S-300PS Volkhov-M6

system was not used for the downing of �ight MH17.

The only operational system identi�ed with a range wide enough to shoot down �ight

MH17 concerned two Russian S-300PM2 Favorit systems near the Russian town of

Rostov na Donu. MIVD does have (partner) information that would indicate the use of

the 36N85 (referred to as TOMB STONE by NATO) �re control radar for the guidance of

and/or launch of a surface-to-air missile from the 48NS series (referred to as

GARGOYLE by NATO) on 17 July 2014.

These locations are in the immediate vicinity of large population centres and the launch

of a missile would most likely have led to messages on social media or other public

media. MIVD is not aware of such publications.

By order of the

THE MINISTER OF DEFENCE

The Director of the Military Intelligence and Security Service

O. Eichelsheim

Major general

End of Of�cial Notice.

Plotting the given coordinates of eleven locations on a map gives this result:
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Green pin : crash site Grabovo

Yellow pins: Ukrainian Buk M1 locations according to MIVD.

Blue pins : Russian Buk M1 locations according to MIVD.

Yellow line : Border Ukraine – Russia

One of the conclusions that can be drawn from this Of�cial Notice by the Dutch Military

Intelligence and Security Service is that on the basis of sources it considers reliable it

“becomes apparent that �ight MH17 was �ying beyond the range of all identi�ed and

operational Ukrainian and Russian locations where 9K37M1 Buk M1 systems were

deployed.”

The main conclusion: the Dutch Military Intelligence and Security Service on 21

September 2016 (ONE WEEK before the JIT press-conference on 28th September

2016!) had no information from any reliable source that any Russian Buk-M1 had

crossed the border with Ukraine during any time during the con�ict.

How is that possible?

When we zoom in on the map and look at the three locations (blue pins) of Russian Buk-

M1 we notice these three locations are not only too far from the crash site, but even on

the Russian side of the border.

https://www.google.com/search?q=Dutch+Military+Intelligence+and+Security+Service&rlz=1C1GGGE___NL638PH678&oq=Dutch+Military+Intelligence+and+Security+Service&aqs=chrome..69i57j69i60.351j0j4&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
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Now let’s have a closer look at Location (10) 48°38’54.00″N 39°50’18.00″E where

according to MIVD a Buk-M1 was stationed 18 July 2014 and onwards is only 6,8km

from the border with Ukraine.

https://www.google.com/search?q=Dutch+Military+Intelligence+and+Security+Service&rlz=1C1GGGE___NL638PH678&oq=Dutch+Military+Intelligence+and+Security+Service&aqs=chrome..69i57j69i60.351j0j4&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
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Google Earth has limited options to chose satellite images by date. We checked this

location and four different dates showed:

28 June 2014 – no vehicles
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2 July 2014 – 8 vehicles visible
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17 July 2014 – no vehicles
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25 July 2014 – no vehicles
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No Google Earth data for 18 July 2014 is available for this location.

Striking is the fact that the Dutch military has detailed information about positions of

mobile Russian Buk system positions thus not stationed on their regular bases, while

most Ukrainian Buks are only mentioned at stationary positions at their military bases.

Is it credible Ukraine kept almost all its Buk systems at their bases and did not at any

moment during the ‘Anti Terrorist Operation'(ATO) move its air defense assets to

mobile locations outside their bases? How likely is that, knowing 12 July 2014 Ukrainian

air defense forces have been put on full combat alert?

Coming back to the question raised at the beginning of this article: was MH17 properly

investigated?

From the analyses I conducted over the years I have substantiated doubts and the

content of the freshly leaked information from these four documents only makes my

doubts stronger.

Stay tuned and subscribe to the Bonanza Media newsletters for more to come.

https://web.archive.org/web/20140714032058/https://www.ukrinform.ua/eng/news/ukrainian_air_force_put_on_full_combat_alert_fighter_aircraft_scrambled_323682
https://maxfromthewharf.com/mh17-1000-days/
https://yandex.us4.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=055d0542fc506a8c7b6067843&id=ca0d861db5
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